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Large ball games. Football, Minor games 
Passing: Keeps eyes on target (player) 
Catching and trapping: Grips ball with both hands. 
Using inside and outside feet.  
Game knowledge: Displays an understanding of some 
of the rules of a variety of games. 
Attacking and defensive strategies: Attempt some of 
the offensive/defensive strategies. How to make a tag 
and explode away. How to identify and run angles.  

This term the students will work to develop specific large ball skill levels 
and maintain activity through football, basketball and minor games. 

The students will develop Cross Country fitness. Understand how to 
maximise performance. Set and reset goals and strategies as students 
fitness improves. 

 

         
        

         
       

 

For further information, please contact:  Alistair Hamilton hamiltona@scotscollege.school.nz   

 

Cross Country:  
Belief: Don’t doubt yourself as a runner just 
because “you just started.” We’re all runners no 
matter what level.  
How to Prepare: Regular Scots course runs – PE 
and lunch times, change the tempo work, aim to 
better your PB are the basic building blocks of 
training. 
 

Large ball skills: Football and Basketball 
Passing: Applies most of the passing techniques 
taught in class. 
Catching: Regularly catches or traps the ball in a 
skilled based setting and/or a game situation. 
Game knowledge: Displays a good understanding 
of most of the rules of the game. 
Attacking strategies: Attempts/applies several 
offensive strategies of the game. 
Defensive strategies: Uses a wide variety of 
defensive strategies (read of team and opposition 
positioning, intercepts a pass, blocks passing lanes) 
within the game situation. 

 

Cross Country:  
Belief: Don’t doubt yourself as a runner just because 
“you just started.” We’re all runners no matter what 
level.  
How to Prepare: Regular Scots course runs – PE and 
lunch times, change the tempo work, aim to better 
your PB are the basic building blocks of training. 
Strategy 
As your fitness improves think where you can make a 
difference to bettering your PB. Hills, back straights, 
even pace, using arms and staying relaxed. Leave 
enough energy for a sprint finish. 
The course 
 
  

 
Large ball skills: Football and Basketball 
Passing: Football; Passing and trapping a ball using 
both sides of the feet. Basketball; focus on 
chest/push pass, bounce pass, overhead pass and 
passing into space.  
Support: working on 3/4-point support play while 
with possession of the ball. 
Catching: Is consistently prepared to catch/trap the 
ball in a game situation. 
Game knowledge: Displays a good understanding 
of most of the rules of the game. 
Attacking strategies: Attempts/ applies most of 
the offensive strategies of the game 
Defensive strategies: Uses a wide variety of 
defensive strategies (quick to apply pressure, 
intercepts a pass, blocks passing lanes) within the 
game situation.  

 

Cross Country:  
Belief: Don’t doubt yourself as a runner just because 
“you just started.” We’re all runners no matter what 
level.  
How to Prepare: Regular Scots course runs – PE and 
lunch times, change the tempo work, aim to better your 
PB are the basic building blocks of training. 
Strategy 
As your fitness improves think where you can make a 
difference to bettering your PB. Hills, back straights, even 
pace, using arms and staying relaxed. Leave enough 
energy for a sprint finish. 
The course 
Scope out the course and form a mental image of 
where you can make a difference. Stay controlled 
throughout the run. Master the obstacles. 
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